
5/23/2016 Meeting Minutes 

Meeting started at 6:34 hours with James Rorabaugh, Fred Haslam, Larry Brown Mike Ashby, Clive Allen 
Cheryl Taylor and Gail arriving late. 
 
Review of minutes, none to review... 
 
Application for membership: Adrienne Pratt, no concerns expressed over her application, but Clive Allen 
was concerned over what length of term Ms. Pratt would hold. Some members expressed concern that a 
one year tern should be the first offered, and several members stated that it should be based on the 
first resignation term remaining. 
 
Parks Usage fee discussion: Larry Brown voiced that he did not see this project being able to make 
money. James Rorabaugh provided figures which indicated that it would cost more money than any 
funds generated. 
 
Sub-committee reports: 
Communications: Survey issues with the most recent survey were discussed. The response appears to be 
light and the main issues resolved now. Several members expressed concern that the low response 
could be due to survey fatigue. 
 
Revenue & Finance: Provided findings on the Parks usage fee and agreed that it did not appear to be a 
money maker. Also forwarded an "Amenities Pass" idea, which was discussed by James Rorabough to 
mixed reviews. The idea will be discussed in greater detail in Revenue task force. The task force will hold 
a join meeting with Golf task force on June 6th to gain insight into Golf as a continuing Revenue source. 
 
Golf: Stated that by July 1st they would be done with their written report on the history of Golf. Will 
meet jointly with revenue task force on June 6th. August end date for report. 
 
Governance: Larry Brown stated that they had excluded two ideas which had been discussed. (1) 
Dissolving the HOA, and (2) Weighted voting by full-time SVCA members and less weight on part time 
HOA members. The remaining topics continue to be addressed. Stated that some policy issues need 
sooner attention than would appear appropriate for LRPC. No end date stated for report. 
 
Parks & Rec: No representative available as Karen was on Vacation in Hawaii. Mike Ashby was present at 
the last Parks meeting and discussed the Park usage fee and the Dog Park issues were discussed. No end 
date known for report as no rep on hand at LRPC meeting. 
 
Transportation: Larry Brown stated that he had completed all the work which could be done on this 
limited issue and would send out an email with the information contained. June 1 completion date for 
committee report. 
 



Next Steps: Updating for reports from subcommittees as listed 
 
Vision and Mission statements: all agreed that the current versions need work, but are a lower priority 
at this point. 
 
Adjournment at 8:15 pm. 


